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Adventure capitalist 2 pc
Incremental video games For the reality TV series, see Capitalism Adventure. Advanture CapitalistDeveloper(s) Hyper Hippo ProductionsPublisher(s) Hyper Hippo ProductionsKongregate(iOS)EngineUnityPlatform(s)Android, Browser, iOS, Microsoft Windows, OS X, Linux, PlayStation 4ReleaseBrowserW: May 30, 2014AndroidW:
December 2014iOSW: February 18, 2015Microsoft Windows, OS XWW: March 30, 2015LinuxW: July 24, 2015 PlayStation 4NA: Aug 16, 2016Genre(s) IncrementalMode(s) Single-Player Advanture Capitalist is a free-to-play incremental game developed and published by Hyper Hip Production. It was first released for browsers and
Android in 2014, for iOS (published by Congressgate), Microsoft Windows, OS X, and Linux in 2015, and for PlayStation 4 in 2016. Adventure Capitalist allows players to live like a capitalist and invest in certain products to generate income, not starting out with a single lead leader. The more revenue generated, the higher the player's cash
is. A player can receive an angel bonus when restore the gains, which provides a boost to all products' revenue for the next progress timeline. New areas of business have been added since the game's release, allowing buyers of properties on the Moon and Mars. A spin-off, Adventure Communist, was released on steam as Early Access
on August 10, 2016,[1] and the complete game was released on iOS and Android on November 16, 2017. [2] Gameplay has three areas: Earth, Moon, and Mars. The player starts out on Earth with a single investment: a lead stand. Type it Rewards Money over time. When enough money is earned, more can be purchased. Saving up
allows the purchase of different investments at the price of more time until payout. Once managers hire for investments, they will run automatically, allowing successful player insights, even when offline. Upgrades can be purchased to add multiplicator to any investment. When the player reaches 1 billion bills on Earth, they can begin
investing in a new area. Once invested in, an area will unlock within 72 hours, but the process can be spent using video advertising, investor angel/mega bucks, or gold. Gold can be purchased via in-app purchase with real money and can be used for purposes such as finding angel investors without restore, instantly earning money for a
day's worth of idling, and more. Mega Bucks are being purchased starting at 1 triggers of an area's currency, and prices are multiplying on buyers by a fixed increment (the game describes this as inflation). When the player has 10 Mega Bucks, they can buy a gold ticket, which when used on one investment to boost its profit forever by
×7.77%. After one has reinforced a whole planet, they will get a supplement ×10, which adds (by multiplying) to a ×17.77 multiply. This can multiplicate can be upgraded further using Mega Bucks. October 2015, players can also play a special part-time limited event, usually around holidays and other annual events, such as Halloween or
Black Friday. They happen once a month for several days. These events were showered similar to the three areas, it had together their own in business and improvement, but they are only available during the events. If a player reaches at least one of the goals at this event, they'll get a badge shown in the Swag &amp; Road page; Stats.
As the player advances in some events, they can get free gold or Mega Bucks based on unlock, even a special badge that provides boosting specific investments when fitted. The events recycle, so if a player missed a passing event, they will have a second opportunity to complete their job. Generally, these events last anywhere from
three days to a week. Since the likes of currency update, 'Swag &amp;gt; Stats' section has been renamed 'Careers', along with the option for the player to perform female characters. Reception ReceptionReview scoresPublicationScorePocket Gamer3/10[3]148Apps[4]Push Square6.3/10[5] Capitalism adventure receives mostly negative
or mixed reviews from critics. Pocket Gamer criticised the game for providing little reward for progress, and stated that achievements were sick. [3] The review also found the in-app purchases to be too expensive, calling the game an angry point in time and not much of an adventure. A review of 148Apps had similar views, called the
upbeat game but a fazon of time. [4] Communist Advanture Communist Advanture is a spin-off capitalism adventure, released on steam on August 10, 2016. [6] The purpose of the game is to manage a mock communist state and become more powerful by purchasing different production that produce resources. Specifically, there are five
industries that all act as a different currency: Potato, Land, Schedule, Military, and Placebo. These different currencies all must be managed separately, with the exception that all peer costs (which are replaced automatically) regardless of industry. As of Dec. 2, 2018, the game has more than five million installations on all platforms. [7]
Reviewing Communist Advancy received generally positive reviews, but it was criticized for being too similar to its predecessor and excessive use of microtransactions. [8] Edama Reviews gave the game 8.8 out of 10, labeling it as awisome. [9] As of August 25, 2020, the reviews for the game on steam indicate it as mixed. [6] Reference ^
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space: OS: Ubuntu 10.10+, Mint 17.1+ Memory: 51 MB RAMStorage: 80 MB available Notes Additional space: 32- and 64-bit both supported Page 2 browse the newest, top selling and discounted casual products on Steam Now available Page 3 You can request a refund for almost any purchase on steam—for any reason. Perhaps your
PC doesn't meet the computer parts requirements; maybe you bought a game by mistake; maybe you played the title for an hour and just didn't like it. so what. Valve will, upon request via help.steampowered.com, issue a refund for any reason, if the request of the necessary period is returned, and, in the case of games, if the title has
been played for less than two hours. There are more details below, but even if you fall outside of the refund rules we've described, you can ask for a refund anyway and we'll take a look. You will be given a full refund of your purchase within a week of approval. You will receive the refund from Steam Wallet Fund or through the same
payment method you use to make the purchase. If, for any reason, Steam is unable to provide a refund via your initial payment method, they will be credited the full amount. payment methods available through steam in your country may not support refund of a purchase back to the original payment method. Click here for a complete
listing.) The steam refund bids, within two weeks of purchase and having less than two hours of game, apply to games and software applications on the steam store. Here is a beneficiary of how refunds work and other types of purchases. Refund on Downloadable Content (Steam stores useable content in another game or software
application, DLC) DLC purchased in the steam store is refundable to fourteen days purchased, and if the underlying title has been played for less than two hours since the DLC was purchased, so long as the DLC was not consumed, modified or transferred. Please note that in some cases, steam will be able to provide reimburse for some
third party DLC (for example, if the DLC irreversibly levels up a game character). These exceptions will be clearly marked as nonrefundable on the Store page prior to purchase. Refunds on In-game Buy Steam will offer refunds for purchases in in-game games not being consumed, modified or transferred. Third-party developers will have
the option to enable refunds for in-game items on these terms. Steam will tell you at the time of purchase if the toy developers have opted to offer refunds on the item of game you're buying. Otherwise, in-game purchases of non-Valve games are not refundable to steam. Refunds on Pre-Purchase Titles when you pre-purchase a title on
steam (and have paid for the title in advance), you can request a refund at any time prior to the release of that title. Standard 14-day/two-hour refund period also applies, starting on the game's release date. Steam Wallet You can request a refund for Steam Wallets within fourteen days of purchase if purchased on steam and if you haven't
used any of these funds. Recurring Subscription For some content and services, steam offers period (e.g. monthly, yearly) access that you pay for on a recurring basis. If they haven't used a recurring subscription during the current billing cycle, you can request a refund of 48 hours of the initial purchase or within 48 hours of any automatic
renewal. The content is considered to be used if any games in the subscription are played during the current billing cycle or if any benefits or discounts included with the subscription are being used, consuming, modifying or transferring. Please note that you can cancel an active subscription at any time by going into your account details.
Once canceled, your subscription will not automatically renew but you will retain access to the content and benefits of the subscription at the end of your current billing cycle. Steam Material in the applicable time frame in the Material Refund Policy, you can request a refund for the steam hardware and accessories purchased via steam for
any reason. You must ship the computer piece back to us within fourteen (14) days after requesting the refund, follow our instructions to you. Please see the Material Refund Policy for detailed guidelines of the return process and cancellation for Steam Hardware and Accessories. Refunds on Bundles You can receive a full refund for any
package purchased on the steam store, so as long as none of the items in the batch have been transferred, and if the time he combined for all items in the package is less than two hours. If a package includes an item in games or DLC that is not refundable, Steam will tell you if the entire package is refundable during check-out. Purchases
made outside of Steam Valve cannot provide refunds for purchases made outside of steam (for example, cd keys or steam card purchasers to third parties). Vac Bans If you were banned by vac (Valve Anti-Cheat system) on a game, you lose the right to refund this game. Refunds on gifts without redeeming can be reimbursed in standard
14-day/two-hour refund period. Redeeming gifts can be refunded under the same requirements if the gift beneficiary begins the refund. The money used to buy the gift will be returned to the original purchase. EU Right of Withdrawal For an explanation of how AU's right of withdrawal works for steam customers, click here. Refund abuse is
designed to remove the risk of removing the risk of buying headlines on steam – not as a way to get free games. If it appears to us that you are abusing refunds, we can stop offering them to you. We do not consider it abuse to request a refund on a title that was purchased just before a sale and then subsequently rebuked that title for the
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Hack and Short Heroes of the Three Kingdoms 8 Strategies 8, RPG, Simulations, Action See more: Upcoming Releases Borderlands 3 RPG, Stocks, Looter Shooter, Online Co-op DEATH STRANDING MARKET SIMULATOR , Open World, Rich History, Great Soundtrack Resident Evil Action 3, Zombies, Horror, Female Oxygen Not
Included Sim Colony, Base Building, Survival, Resources Lord of the Fallen game in action year edition, RPG, Souls-like, Black Fantasy Gear for 5 Action, Adventure, Multiplayer, Third-person Shooter Watches &amp; Black II: Bannerlord Medieval, Strategy, Open World, RPG Dragon Age™ Incursion RPG, Open World, Fantasy,
Singleplayer Borderlands 3: Super Deluxe Edition RPG, Action, Shoot Out, Gore Outward RPG, Open World, Survival, Co-op ASTRONEER Open World Surfing, World Open , Multiplayer, Mass Effect Space™: Andromeda Deluxe Edition Character Customization, Action, Third Person Shooter, Action RPG Euro Truck Simulator 2 - Route
of Black Sea Sim, Simulation, India, Open World Euro Truck Simulator 2 Simulators, Drive, Automobile Sim, Open World by Starve Survival Sets, Open World Surfing, Multiplayer, Co-op MONOPOLY® PLUS Multiplayer, Crashes, Gaming Board, Tabletop Jurassic World Evolution: Return to Jurassic Park Strategy , Simulation, Dinosaurs,
Bild Goes Away from Early Access, Horror, Online Co-Op, Jurassic Action World Evolution Building, Dinosaurs, Simulation, Comma Management: The Longest Night Action, Endedi, RPG, Metroidvania Euro Truck Simulator 2 - Rear Baltic Sea Sym, Baltic Sea Sim, Simulation, Drive, Open World Extinction™ Action, Dinosaurs, FPS, Coop ELEX RPG, Open World, Singleplay, Post-apocalyptic Jurassic World Evolution: Secrets of Dr Wu Strategy , Simulation, Dinozours UNO card game , Tabletop, Multiplayer, Board Game Gear For Tactical Strategies, Turn-Based Tactics, Gore, Turn-based Cutting Strategy, RTS, Building Base, Action Mechs Ghostrunner, Cyberpunk,

First Person, Fast-Passing Zero® Adventure, Action, Open World, Survival Euro Truck Simulator 2 – Scandinavia Simulations, Driven, Realistic, Open World Jurassic World Evolution: Klaire's Sanktuary Simulations, Strategy , Dinosaurs between the RPG RPG, Action, Simulations, Independent Euro Truck Simulator 2 - Italia Simulations ,
Drive, Realistic, Open World Euro Truck Simulator 2 - Live the France! Simulation, Driven, Open World, Realistic Moonlighter Roguelite, Pixel Graphics, Adventure, Roguelike Action Iron Crop Strategy, RTS, Building Based, Avengers Mechs Marvel to Action, Adventure, RPG, Superhero Outward - Soroboreans are RPG, Open World,
Adventure, Euro Truck Simulator 2 - Ale Les! Simulation, Drive, Open World, Realistic American Kamul simulator – Idaho Simulation, Ende, Singleplayer, Open World page 7 You can request a refund for almost any purchase on steam-for any reason. Perhaps your PC doesn't meet the computer parts requirements; maybe you bought a
game by mistake; maybe you played the title for an hour and just didn't like it. so what. Valve will, upon request via help.steampowered.com, issue a refund for any reason, if they made the request of the necessary period, and, in the case of games, if they played the title for less than two There are more details below, but even if you fall
outside of the refund rules we've described, you can ask for a refund anyway and we'll take a look. You will be given a full refund of your purchase within a week of approval. You will receive the refund from Steam Wallet Fund or through the same payment method you use to make the purchase. If, for any reason, Steam is unable to
provide a refund via your initial payment method, they will be credited the full amount. (Some payment methods are available through steam in your country may not support refund of a purchase back from the original payment method. Click here for a complete listing.) The steam refund bids, within two weeks of purchase and having less
than two hours of game, apply to games and software applications on the steam store. Here is a beneficiary of how refunds work and other types of purchases. Refund on Downloadable Content (Steam stores useable content in another game or software application, DLC) DLC purchased in the steam store is refundable to fourteen days
purchased, and if the underlying title has been played for less than two hours since the DLC was purchased, so long as the DLC was not consumed, modified or transferred. Please note that in some cases, steam will be able to provide reimburse for some third party DLC (for example, if the DLC irreversibly levels up a game character).
These exceptions will be clearly marked as nonrefundable on the Store page prior to purchase. Refunds on In-game Buy Steam will offer refunds for purchases in in-game games not being consumed, modified or transferred. Third-party developers will have the option to enable refunds for in-game items on these terms. Steam will tell you
at the time of purchase if the toy developers have opted to offer refunds on the item of game you're buying. Otherwise, in-game purchases of non-Valve games are not refundable to steam. Refunds on Pre-Purchase Titles when you pre-purchase a title on steam (and have paid for the title in advance), you can request a refund at any time
prior to the release of that title. Standard 14-day/two-hour refund period also applies, starting on the game's release date. Steam Wallet You can request a refund for Steam Wallets within fourteen days of purchase if purchased on steam and if you haven't used any of these funds. Recurring Subscription For some content and services,
steam offers period (e.g. monthly, yearly) access that you pay for on a recurring basis. If they haven't used a recurring subscription during the current billing cycle, you can request a refund of 48 hours of the initial purchase or within 48 hours of any automatic renewal. Content considered to be used if any games in the subscription are
played current billing cycles or if any perks or discounts that are included with the subscription were used, consumed, modified or transferred. Please note that you can cancel an active subscription at any time by going into your account details. Once canceled, your subscription will not automatically renew but you will be retained access
to the content and benefits of the subscription at the end of your current billing cycle. Steam Hardware In the time frame applicable identified in the Hardware Refund Policy, you can request a refund for the Steam Hardware and Accessories purchased via steam for any reason. You must ship the computer piece back to us within fourteen
(14) days after requesting the refund, follow our instructions to you. Please see the Material Refund Policy for detailed guidelines of the return process and cancellation for Steam Hardware and Accessories. Refunds on Bundles You can receive a full refund for any package purchased on the steam store, so as long as none of the items in
the batch have been transferred, and if the time he combined for all items in the package is less than two hours. If a package includes an item in games or DLC that is not refundable, Steam will tell you if the entire package is refundable during check-out. Purchases made outside of Steam Valve cannot provide refunds for purchases made
outside of steam (for example, cd keys or steam card purchasers to third parties). Vac Bans If you were banned by vac (Valve Anti-Cheat system) on a game, you lose the right to refund this game. Refunds on gifts without redeeming can be reimbursed in standard 14-day/two-hour refund period. Redeeming gifts can be refunded under
the same requirements if the gift beneficiary begins the refund. The money used to buy the gift will be returned to the original purchase. EU Right of Withdrawal For an explanation of how AU's right of withdrawal works for steam customers, click here. Refund abuse is designed to remove the risk of removing the risk of buying headlines on
steam – not as a way to get free games. If it appears to us that you are abusing refunds, we can stop offering them to you. We do not consider it abuse to request a refund on a title that was purchased just before a sale and then subsequently rebuked that title for the sale price. You can request a refund or get other assistance with your
steam purchases help.steampowered.com. Last updated November 10, 2020 Page 8 Valve respected the privacy of its online visitors and customers of its products and services and compliance with applicable laws for the protection of your privacy, including, without limitation, the California Consumer Law (CCPA), the General Data
Protection Regulations (GDPR), with the Swiss and EU protection framework. 1. Definition Wherever we talk about Personal Data below, we mean any information that can either identify you as a person (Personally identifiable information) or who can connect to you indirectly by linking it to personally identifiable information. Valve also
treats anonymous data, totals or not, analyzing and producing statistics related to the habits, patterns of usage, and demographics of customers as a group or as individuals. This anonymous data does not allow the identification of the customers to which it is related. Valve can share anonymous data, boast or not, with third parties. Other
capitalized terms of this Privacy Policy must have meaning defined in the Steam Subscribers Agreement (SSA). 2. Why Valve Collects and Process data Valve collects and processes Personal Data for these purposes: a) where it is necessary for the performance of our Agreement with you to provide a full-featured gaming service and
deliver associated content and services; b) where necessary for compliance with legal obligations that we are subject to (e.g. our obligations to retain certain information under tax law); c) where it is necessary for the purposes of legitimate and legitimate interest of Valve or a third party (e.g. the interests of our other customers), except
where these interests are exceeded by your rightful interest before announce legitimate interest and right; or d) where you consented to it. The reasons for collecting and processing personal data determine and limit what personal data we collect and how we use it (section 3. below), how long we store it (section 4. below), who have
access to it (Section 5. and what rights and other control mechanisms are available to you as a user (Section 6. 3. The types and data sources we collect 3.1 Basic Account Data when setting up an account, Valve will collect your email addresses and countries in residence. You are also required to select a user name and a password.
This provision of this information is necessary to register a Steam User Account. During the configuration of your account, the account is automatically assigned a number (steam ID) that later uses your user account reference without directly exposing identifying information about you. We do not require you to provide or use your real
name for the configuration of a steam user account. 3.2 Transactions and Payment Data in order to make a transaction on Steam (e.g. to purchase subscription for content and services or finance your steam wallet), you may need to provide payment data to Valve to enable the transaction. If paid by credit card, you need to provide typical
credit card information (name, address, credit card number, expiration date and security code) in Valve, which Valve will and transmit to the payment service provider of your choice to enable the transaction and perform anti-fraud checks. Similarly, Valve will receive data from your payment service provider for the same reasons. 3.3 Other
data you explicitly submit we will collect and process Personal Data every time you explicitly provide it to us or send it as part of communication with others on steam, examples of Steam Forums communities, carts, or when you provide feedback or other user generated content. This data includes: Information that you post, comment or
follow in any of our content and services; Information was sent in chat; The information you provide when you request information or support from us or purchase Content and Services from us, including information needed to work on your orders and vendor relevant payments or, in case of physical goods, shipping providers; The
information you provide to us when you participate in competition, compete and tournament or respond to surveys, such as your contact details. 3.4 Using you to the Steam Client and Website We collect a variety of information in your general interactions with the websites, Content and Services offered by Steam. Personal data we collect
may include, but not limited to, browsers and device information, data collected through automated electronic interactions and application usage data. Similarly, we will track your process via our website and verify applications that you are not a bot and are optimizing our services. 3.5 Your use of gaming and other subscription in order to
provide you with services, we need to collect, store and use various information about your activities in our content and services. Information related to content includes your steam ID, as well as what is usually referred to as game statistics. By game statistics we mean information about your game's preferences, progress in the games,
games, as well as information about the device you're using, including what operating system you're using, device settings, unique device identifiers, and data crashes. 3.6 Tracking Data and Cookies We use Cookies, which text files placed on your computer, and similar technologies (e.g. web beacons, pixels, ad tags and device
identifiers) to help us analyze how users use our services, as well as improve the services we're offering, improve marketing, analytics or website functionalities. The use of Cookies is standard on the Internet. Although most web browsers automatically accept cookies, the decision of whether to accept or not is for you. You can adjust your
browser settings to prevent the reception of cookies, or give notifications whenever a cookie is sent to you. You can deny the use of cookies by choosing the appropriate settings on your browser. The management of the use of cookies for each browser is detailed on this help page: However, please note that if you do so, you may not be
able to access the full functionality of our website. When you visit any of our services, our servers open your IP address, which is a number that is automatically assigned to your computer network is part of. 3.7 Bespoke Content We can process information collected under this section 3 so that content, products and services are shown in
the pages of the steam store and in update messages displayed when launching the Steam Client can be tailored to meet your needs and populate with relevant recommendations and offers. This is done to improve your customer experience. You can prevent the processing of your data in this way by turning to the automatic loading of
the steam store page and in steam notifications in the Activation section of the Steam Client settings. Subject to your partial consent or location explicitly permitted under applicable laws on email marketing, Valve can send you marketing messages about products and services offered in Valve of your email address. In this case a case we
can also use your collected information to customize these marketing messages as well as collect information about whether you opened those messages and which links to the texts you followed. You can opt out or remove your consent to receive marketing emails at any time by either removing the consent on the same page where you
already provided it or clicking to subscribe the link provided in each email marketing. 3.8 Information required to detect Violations We collect certain data required for our detection, investigation and prevention of fraud, copying and other violations of the SSA and applicable laws (Violations). These data are used only for the purposes of
detection, investigation, prevention and, applicable locations, acting on these violations and stored only for the minimum amount of time required for this purpose. If the data indicates that a breach has occurred, we will further store the data for the establishment, exercise or defense legal claims during the applicable status of limitations or
until a legal case is related to it has been resolved. Please note that the specific data stored for this purpose cannot be disclosed to you if the disclosure will be compromised the mechanism in which we detect, investigation and prevent such violations. 4. How long we store Data We will only store your information as long as necessary to
meet the goals for which the information is collected and processed or – where applicable law is provided for longer storage and retention period – for the storage period and retention period required by law. Following these will your personal data be deleted, blocked or anonymously, as applicable law. In particular: If you terminate your
steam user account, your personal data will be marked for deletion except to the legal degree rightful reason dictates a longer deposit. In certain cases, Personal Data cannot be completely deleted in order to ensure the consistency of the gameplay experience or the steam community market. For example, matches you played that affect
data match other players' contents and scores will not be deleted; but your connection to these matches will be forever anonymized. Please note that Valve is required to keep certain transactional data under commercial and tax laws for a period of up to ten (10) years. If you withdraw your consent on which a processing of your Personal
Data or to the Personal Data of your child is based on, we will delete your personal data or respectively the personal data of your child without unreachable delays in which the collection and processing of the personal Data was based on the removed consent. If you exercise an objection right over the processing of your Personal Data, we
will review your objections and delete your personal data that we are processed for the purpose where you object without unrespeakable delays, unless another legal basis for processing and maintaining this data exists or unless applicable law requires us to retain the data. 5. Who has access to Data Valve does not sell Personal Data.
However, we may share or grant access to each of the categories of personal Data we collect as necessary for these business purposes. 5.1 Valve and its subsidiaries can share your personal data with each other and use it to degrees needed to achieve the purposes listed in section 2 above. In the event of a reorganization, sale or
merging we may transfer Personal Data to the third party subject applicable law. 5.2 We may also share your Personal Data with our third-party service provider which provides customer support services in connection with goods, Content and Distributed Services via steam. Your personal data will be used in accordance with this Privacy
Policy and only as far as this is necessary for performing customer support services. 5.3 In accordance with internet standards, we may also share certain information (including your IP address and the identification of steam content you want to access) with our third-party network provider that provides content delivery services and game
server services in connection with steam. Our content delivery provider allows the delivery of digital content you have requested, such as when using steam, using a distributed servers system that delivers the content to you, based on your geographic location. Our Google Analytics website 5.4 uses Google Analytics, a web analytics
service offered by Google, Inc. (Google). Google Analytics uses cookies to help the website operators analyze how visitors use the site. Information generated by the cookie about the visitors' use of the website will to be transmitted to and stored by Google on servers in the United States. On this website, IP anonymization has been
activated. The IP addresses of steam visitor users will be shorter. Only in case outstanding a complete IP address will be transferred to a Google server in the United States and shortly there. On behalf of the website operator, Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating the website for its users, in order to compile reports
on website activity, and provide other services related to website activity and website usage for website operators. Google will not associate the transferred IP address in the context of Google Analytics with any other data made by Google. You can deny the use of cookies by choosing the appropriate settings on your browser. However,
please note that in this case you may not be able to use the full fontation of this website. You can learn more about how Google Analytics collects and uses data in www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners. In addition, you can prevent Google's collection and data processing on your use of the website, by downloading and installing the
browser plug-in plug-in at this link: . 5.5 We make certain data related to your steam user account available to other players and our partners in the Steamworks API API. This information can be accessed by anyone who does not require your steam ID. At a minimum, the name of the public pesona you chose to represent you on steam
and your Avatar pictures are accessible this way, as well as if you received a cheating ban in a multiplayer game. Access to any additional information about you can be controlled on your community steam profile page; publicly available data on your profile pages can be accessed automatically through the Steamworks API. In addition to
publicly available information, game developers and publishers have access to certain information from the Steamworks API directly related to users of the operating games. This information includes as a minimum your ownership of the game in question. Troubleshooting about which Steamworks services apply to the game it can also
include leaderboard information, your progress to the game, your accomplishments have completed, your multiplayer game matching information, articles of games and other information needed to operate the game and provide support for it. For more information about what Steamworks Service a specific game applies, please review its
Store page. While we don't know it personally identifies information about you in the Steamworks API such as your real name or your email address, any information you share about yourself on your public steam profile must be accessed through the Steamworks API API, including information you can make you identify. The steam
community includes message boards, forums and/or chat areas, where users can exchange ideas and communicate with each other. When posting a message to a board, forum or chat area, please know that the information was made publicly available online; wherefore, ye shall do this at your own risk. If your personal data is posted on
one of our community forums against your will, please use the reporting function and the steam site to help to request its removal. 5.7 Valve can allow you to connect your steam user account to an account offered by a third party. If you consent to connecting the accounts, Valve can collect and combine information you allow Valve to
receive from a third party with information in your steam user account to the consent you enabled by your consent at the moment. If the link to accounts requires transmission of information about your person from Valve to a third party, you will be informed about it before the link takes place and will give you the opportunity to consent to
the linked and transmission of your information. The third party's use of your information will be subject to the Third Party's Privacy Policy, which we encourage you to review. 5.8 Valve may release personal data to comply with court orders or laws and regulations that require us to disclose such information. 6. Your Rights and Control
Mechanism data protection laws in the European Economic Area, California, and other resident subsidy territories are certain rights in relation to their personal data. While other jurisdictions may provide less legal rights, we make the tools designed to exercise these rights available to our customers worldwide. To enable you to exercise
your data protection rights in a simple way we are providing a dedicated section on the Steam Support page (Privacy Dashboard). This gives you access to your Personal Data, enabling you to rectify and delete it the necessary location and objects in its use where you feel unnecessary. To access it, log on to the steam support page of
and select the My Account menu items -&gt; Data related to your steam account. In most cases, you can access, manage, or delete personal data in the Privacy Dashboard, but you can also contact Valve with questions or requests via the contact processes described in section 8 and 10 below. As a resident of the European Economic
Area you have the following rights in relation to your personal data: 6.1 Right to Access. You have the right to access your Personal Data that we hold on to you, meaning the right is required for free (i) information if your personal data is retained, (ii) access to and/or (ii) duplicates of the personal data hold. You can use the right to access
your personal data via the Dashboard on privacy. If the request affects the rights and freedoms of others or freedoms or too much, we reserve the right to charge a reasonable fee (take into account the administrative costs of providing the information or communication or taking the requested action) or refusing to act on the request. 6.2
Right to renew. If we work on your Personal Data, we must ensure efforts by applying proper measures that your personal data is accurate and up-to-date for the purposes for which it has been collected. If your personal data is incorrect or incomplete, you can change the information you provided via the Dashboard privacy policy. 6.3.
Right to ephrase. You have the right to obtain deletion of Personal Data regarding you if the reason we were able to collect it (see section 2. above) no longer exist or if there is another legal ground for its deletion. For individual items of Personal Data please edit them in the Privacy Dashboard or request the deletion via the Steam support
page. You can also request the deletion of your steam user account via the steam support page. As a result of deleting your steam user account, you will lose access to steam services, including the Steam User Account, Subscription and related information and games related to the user's Steam account and the possibility of accessing
other services you are using the user account steam alone. We allow you to restore Your User Account Steam during a grace period of 30 (thirty) days from the moment you require deletion of your steam user account. This functionality allows you to not lose your account by mistake, because you lost your account credentials or due to
hack. During the suspension period, we will be able to finalize with additional financial activity that you may have initiated before sending steam requests against the user. After the favor period, personal data associated with your account will be deleted subject to section 4. Above. In some cases, deletion of your steam user account, and
therefore personal data deletion, is complicated. Namely, if your account has a business relationship with Valve, such as due to your work for a game developer, you will only be able to delete your steam user account after you have transferred that role to another user or have dissolved the business relationship. In some cases,
considering the complexity and number of requests, the period for deleting personal data may extend, but for no longer than two months further. 6.4 Right to object. When our processing of your Personal Data is based on legitimate interest according to Article 6(1)(f) of GDPR/section 2.c) in this Privacy Policy, you are entitled to the object
of this process. If you object we will not process your personal data unless there is complete and anticipated legitimate courtyard for the processing as described in Article 21 of the GDPR; in particular if the data are necessary for the establishment, exercise or legal claims. You also have the right to forget a complaint from a supervisory
authority. 6.5 Right of restriction of processing of your personal data You have the right to obtain restrictions of processing of your personal data under the conditions set out in Article 18 of the GDPR.6.6 Right to transmit your personal data has the right to receive your personal data in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable
format and entitled to transmit such data to another controller under the conditions set out in article 20 of the GDPR. Valve makes your personal data available in structured HTML format to the Dashboard on privacy as described above. 6.7 Rights post-motem Control of Your Personal Data If french data protection legislation is applicable
to you, you have the right to establish guidelines for the preservation, deletion and transmission of Personal Data after your death in accordance with Articles 40-1 of the No. 78-17 Law on January 6, 1978 on Information, Technology, Data Files and Civil Liberties. 7. The minimum age child to create a Steam User Account is 13. Valve will
not collect personal data from children under this age. Where certain countries apply a higher age of consent for the collection of personal data, Valve requires parental consent before a steam user account can be created with personal data associated with it collected. Valve encourages parents to instruct their children to never provide
personal information when they are online. 8. Contact Info You can contact Valve's data protection officer at the address below. While we review any requests sent by mail, please be aware that they are combating fraud, catastrophic and identity theft, the only way to access, redentify or delete your data from the entry with your steam user
account in and select the menu items -&gt; My Account -&gt; View Data Account. Valve Corporation att. Data Protection Officer P.O. Box 1688 Bellevue, WA 98009 European Representative for Data Protection Questions: Valve GmbH Att. Legal Rödingsmarkt 9 D-20459 Hamburg Germany 9. Additional information for users from the
European Economic Area, U.K., and Switzerland Valve and Technical Services TR Technical Inc., its fully-owned U.S. supporters (collectively Valve) comply with the European Union Private Shield Framework and the Swiss-American Free Trade Union. Confidentiality Shield Framework as set by the U.S. Commerce Department regarding
the collection, use, and rectanration of personal information transferred from the European Union and Switzerland states. Valve certified to the Department of Commerce that it adeclares privacy standards. If there is any conflict between the terms of this privacy policy and the Shield Protected Privacy Principles, the Shield Shield Principles
must govern. To learn more about the Shield Privacy Program, and to view our certification, visit . In compliance with the Shield Privacy Principles, Valve commits to solving complaints about our collection or use of your personal information. European Union and Swiss people with questions or complaints regarding our Shield privacy
policy should first contact Valve here. If you have a privacy or data use concern that we have not addressed satisfaction, please contact us U.S.-based Third Party Resolution providers (free of charge) at . As explained in the Shield Private Document ( certain residual claims not resolved by other means may be subject to arbitration. In
these events, they will make a arbitrary option available to you. Shield Privacy Principles describes Valve's responsibility for Personal Data that it immediately transfers to a third party agent. Under the principles, Valve will remain responsible if third party agents process the personal information in a manner consistent with the principles,
unless Valve proves he is not responsible for the event awarded the damage. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over Valve's compliance with The Shield Private. 10. Additional information for users from California CCPA grants California residents certain certain privacy rights regarding personal data collected. We are
committed to respecting these rights and comply with the CCPA. The following explains these rights and practices the Valve relates to. Right to know. Under the CCPA you have the right to request that we disclose to you what personal data we collect, use, disclose, and sell. The right to request Deletion. You also have the right to request
deletion of personal Data within our possession, subject to certain exceptions. Please note that your request to delete the data may affect your use of the steam service in some cases, and we may refuse to delete information for the established purposes of this Privacy Policy or as permitted by the CCPA.Other Rights. The CCPA also
gives California residents a right to opt-out of the sale of their personal data. As described in section 5, we do not sell Personal Data and have not done so in the past 12 months. You also have a right to receive notice from our practices of or before your personal data collection. Finally, you may not discriminate against the exercise of your
rights under CCPA. Exercise your rights. The primary means of Access, manage or delete your personal data is in the Privacy Dashboard, as described in section 6 of that policy. Customers can also delete their steam accounts and associated personal data as described in section 6.3 of this Privacy Policy. If you are unable to access or
delete data in the Privacy Dashboard, you can also contact us a request to exercise these rights using the form found in . To verify your identity, you'll need to log in with your steam user account to use the form. Finally, you can contact us with a request at questions@valvesoftware.com, however, before giving access to, or deleting any,
personal data, based on a received request via email, we will need to verify the identity you use of Proof of Process Properties described in . You may appoint, in writing or through a power of attorney, an authorized agent to request your behalf to exercise your rights under the CCPA. Before we accept such a request from an agent, we
will ask the agent to give proof of your authorizing him to act on your behalf, and we may need you to verify your identity directly with us. Categories, Sources, targets, and recipients of the data we collect. Over the previous 12 months, we have collected the categories of Personal Data described in section 3 of this Privacy Policy. Sources
from which we collect Personal Data, and the reasons for which we collect and process it, are described in sections 2 and 3. Over the months before 12 months, we have been disclosed for business purposes each of the categories of Personal Data and the categories of third parties as described in section 5. Review date: July 28, 2020
Page 9 Valve respects the privacy of its online visitors and customers of its products and services with complicated and applicable laws for your privacy protection, including, without limitation, the Consumer Law California (CCPA), the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), and the Swiss and European Union
Framework Protection. 1. Definition Wherever we talk about Personal Data below, we mean any information that can either identify you as a person (Personally identifiable information) or who can connect to you indirectly by linking it to personally identifiable information. Valve also treats anonymous data, totals or not, analyzing and
producing statistics related to the habits, patterns of usage, and demographics of customers as a group or as individuals. This anonymous data does not allow the identification of the customers to which it is related. Valve can share anonymous data, boast or not, with third parties. Other capitalized terms of this Privacy Policy must have
meaning defined in the Steam Subscribers Agreement (SSA). 2. Why Valve Collects and Process data Valve collects and processes Personal Data for these purposes: a) where it is necessary for the performance of our Agreement with you to provide a full-featured gaming service and deliver associated content and services; b) where
necessary for compliance with our legal obligations subject to (e.g. our obligations to retain certain information under tax law); c) where it is necessary for the purposes of legitimate and legitimate interest of Valve or a third party (e.g. the interests of our other customers), except where these interests are exceeded by your rightful interest
before announce legitimate interest and right; or d) where you consented to it. The reasons for collecting and processing personal data determine and limit what personal data we collect and how we use it (section 3. below), how long we store it (section 4. below), who have access to it (Section 5. and what rights and other control
mechanisms are available to you as a user (Section 6. 3. The types and data sources we collect 3.1 Basic Account Data when setting up an account, Valve will collect your email addresses and countries in residence. You are also required to select a user name and a password. This provision of this information is necessary to register a
Steam User Account. During the configuration of your account, the account is automatically assigned a number (steam ID) that later uses your user account reference without directly exposing identifying information about you. We do not require you to provide or use your real name for the configuration of a steam user account. 3.2
Transactions and Payment Data in order to make a transaction on Steam (e.g. to purchase subscription for content and services or finance your steam wallet), you may need to provide payment data to Valve to enable the transaction. If paid by credit card, you need to provide typical credit card information (name, address, credit card
number, expiration date and security code) of Valve, which Valve will work and transmit to the payment service provider of your choice to enable the transaction and perform anti-fraud checks. Similarly, Valve will receive data from your payment service provider for the same reasons. 3.3 Other data you explicitly submit we will collect and
process Personal Data every time you explicitly provide it to us or send it as part of communication with others on steam, examples of Steam Forums communities, carts, or when you provide feedback or other user generated content. This data includes: Information that you post, comment or follow in any of our content and services;
Information was sent in chat; The information you provide when you request information or support from us or purchase Content and Services from us, including information needed to work on your orders and vendor relevant payments or, in case of physical goods, shipping providers; The information you provide to us when you
participate in competition, compete and tournament or respond to surveys, such as your contact details. 3.4 Using you to the Steam Client and Website We collect a variety of information in your general interactions with their websites, Content and Services offered Bath. Personal data we collect may include, but not limited to, browsers
and device information, data collected through automated electronic interactions and application usage data. Similarly, we will track your process via our website and verify applications that you are not a bot and are optimizing our services. 3.5 Your use of gaming and other subscription in order to provide you with services, we need to
collect, store and use various information about your activities in our content and services. Information related to content includes your steam ID, as well as what is usually referred to as game statistics. By game statistics we mean information about your game's preferences, progress in the games, games, as well as information about the
device you're using, including what operating system you're using, device settings, unique device identifiers, and data crashes. 3.6 Tracking Data and Cookies We use Cookies, which text files placed on your computer, and similar technologies (e.g. web beacons, pixels, ad tags and device identifiers) to help us analyze how users use our
services, as well as improve the services we're offering, improve marketing, analytics or website functionalities. The use of Cookies is standard on the Internet. Although most web browsers automatically accept cookies, the decision of whether to accept or not is for you. You can adjust your browser settings to prevent the reception of
cookies, or give notifications whenever a cookie is sent to you. You can deny the use of cookies by choosing the appropriate settings on your browser. The management of the use of cookies for each browser is detailed on this help page: . However, please note that if you do so, you may not be able to access the full functionality of our
website. When you visit any of our services, our servers open your IP address, which is a number that is automatically assigned to your computer network is part of. 3.7 Bespoke Content We can process information collected under this section 3 so that content, products and services are shown in the pages of the steam store and in
update messages displayed when launching the Steam Client can be tailored to meet your needs and populate with relevant recommendations and offers. This is done to improve your customer experience. You can prevent the processing of your data in this way by turning to the automatic loading of the steam store page and in steam
notifications in the Activation section of the Steam Client settings. Subject to your partial consent or location explicitly permitted under applicable laws on email marketing, Valve can send you marketing messages about products and services offered in Valve of your email address. In this case we can also use your collected information to
customize marketing messages as well as collect information about whether you open those messages and which links to the texts you followed. You can opt out or remove your consent to receive marketing emails at any time by either removing the consent on the same page where you already provided it or clicking to subscribe the link
provided in each email marketing. 3.8 Information required to detect Violations We collect certain data required for our detection, investigation and prevention of fraud, copying and other violations of the SSA and applicable laws (Violations). These data are used only for the purposes of detection, investigation, prevention and, applicable
locations, acting on these violations and stored only for the minimum amount of time required for this purpose. If the data indicates that a breach has occurred, we will further store the data for the establishment, exercise or defense legal claims during the applicable status of limitations or until a legal case is related to it has been resolved.
Please note that the specific data stored for this purpose cannot be disclosed to you if the disclosure will be compromised the mechanism in which we detect, investigation and prevent such violations. 4. How long we store Data We will only store your information as long as necessary to meet the goals for which the information is collected
and processed or – where applicable law is provided for longer storage and retention period – for the storage period and retention period required by law. Following these will your personal data be deleted, blocked or anonymously, as applicable law. In particular: If you terminate your steam user account, your personal data will be marked
for deletion except to the legal degree requirements or other legal reasons to dictate a longer deposit. In certain cases, Personal Data cannot be completely deleted in order to ensure the consistency of the gameplay experience or the steam community market. For example, matches you played that affect data match other players'
contents and scores will not be deleted; but your connection to these matches will be forever anonymized. Please note that Valve is required to keep certain transactional data under commercial and tax laws for a period of up to ten (10) years. If you withdraw your consent on which a processing of your Personal Data or to the Personal
Data of your child is based on, we will delete your personal data or respectively the personal data of your child without unreachable delays in which the collection and processing of the personal Data was based on the removed consent. If you exercise a right to object to the processing of your personal data, we will review your objections
and delete your personal data that we process for the purpose to which you object unremitting, unless another legal for processing and maintaining this data exists or unless applicable law requires us to retain the data. 5. Who has access to Data Valve does not sell Personal Data. However, we may share or grant access to each of the
categories of personal Data we collect as necessary for these business purposes. 5.1 Valve and its subsidiaries can share your personal data with each other and use it to degrees needed to achieve the purposes listed in section 2 above. In the event of a reorganization, sale or merging we may transfer Personal Data to the third party
subject applicable law. 5.2 We may also share your Personal Data with our third-party service provider which provides customer support services in connection with goods, Content and Distributed Services via steam. Your personal data will be used in accordance with this Privacy Policy and only as far as this is necessary for performing
customer support services. 5.3 In accordance with internet standards, we may also share certain information (including your IP address and the identification of steam content you want to access) with our third-party network provider that provides content delivery services and game server services in connection with steam. Our content
delivery provider allows the delivery of digital content you have requested, such as when using steam, using a distributed servers system that delivers the content to you, based on your geographic location. Our Google Analytics website 5.4 uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service offered by Google, Inc. (Google). Google Analytics
uses cookies to help the website operators analyze how visitors use the site. The information generated by the cookie about the visitors' use of the website will generally be transmitted to and stored by Google on servers in the United States. On this website, IP anonymization has been activated. The IP addresses of steam visitor users
will be shorter. Only in case outstanding a complete IP address will be transferred to a Google server in the United States and shortly there. On behalf of the website operator, Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating the website for its users, in order to compile reports on website activity, and provide other services
related to website activity and website usage for website operators. Google will not associate the transferred IP address in the context of Google Analytics with any other data made by Google. You can deny the use of cookies by choosing the appropriate settings on your browser. However, please note that in this case you may not be
able to use the full fontation of this website. You can learn more about how Google Analytics collects and uses data in www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners. In addition, you can prevent Google's collection and processing of data about your usage from website, by downloading and installing the browser plug-in browser at this link: .
5.5 We make certain data related to your steam user account available to other players and our partners in the Steamworks API API. This information can be accessed by anyone who does not require your steam ID. At a minimum, the name of the public pesona you chose to represent you on steam and your Avatar pictures are
accessible this way, as well as if you received a cheating ban in a multiplayer game. Access to any additional information about you can be controlled on your community steam profile page; publicly available data on your profile pages can be accessed automatically through the Steamworks API. In addition to publicly available information,
game developers and publishers have access to certain information from the Steamworks API directly related to users of the operating games. This information includes as a minimum your ownership of the game in question. Troubleshooting about which Steamworks services apply to the game it can also include leaderboard information,
your progress to the game, your accomplishments have completed, your multiplayer game matching information, articles of games and other information needed to operate the game and provide support for it. For more information about what Steamworks Service a specific game applies, please review its Store page. While we don't know
it personally identifies information about you in the Steamworks API such as your real name or your email address, any information you share about yourself on your public steam profile must be accessed through the Steamworks API API, including information you can make you identify. 5.6 The steam community includes message
boards, forums and/or chat areas, where users can exchange ideas and communicate with each other. When posting a message to a board, forum or chat area, please know that the information was made publicly available online; wherefore, ye shall do this at your own risk. If your personal data is posted on one of our community forums
against your will, please use the reporting function and the steam site to help to request its removal. 5.7 Valve can allow you to connect your steam user account to an account offered by a third party. If you consent to connecting the accounts, Valve can collect and combine information you allow Valve to receive from a third party with
information in your steam user account to the consent you enabled by your consent at the moment. If the link to accounts requires transmission of information about your person from Valve to a third party, you will be informed about it before the link takes place and will give you the opportunity to consent to the linked and transmission of
your information. Third party use will be subject to the terms of third-party privacy policy, which we encourage you to review. 5.8 Valve may release personal data to comply with court orders or laws and regulations that require us to disclose such information. 6. Your Rights and Control Mechanism data protection laws in the European
Economic Area, California, and other resident subsidy territories are certain rights in relation to their personal data. While other jurisdictions may provide less legal rights, we make the tools designed to exercise these rights available to our customers worldwide. To enable you to exercise your data protection rights in a simple way we are
providing a dedicated section on the Steam Support page (Privacy Dashboard). This gives you access to your Personal Data, enabling you to rectify and delete it the necessary location and objects in its use where you feel unnecessary. To access it, log on to the steam support page of and select the My Account menu items -&gt; Data
related to your steam account. In most cases, you can access, manage, or delete personal data in the Privacy Dashboard, but you can also contact Valve with questions or requests via the contact processes described in section 8 and 10 below. As a resident of the European Economic Area you have the following rights in relation to your
personal data: 6.1 Right to Access. You have the right to access your Personal Data that we hold on to you, meaning the right is required for free (i) information if your personal data is retained, (ii) access to and/or (ii) duplicates of the personal data hold. You can use the right to access your personal data via the Dashboard on privacy. If
the request affects the rights and freedoms of others or freedoms or unfounded, we reserve the right to charge a reasonable fee (take into account the administrative costs of providing the information or communication or requesting action) or refusing to act on the request. 6.2 Right to renew. If we work on your Personal Data, we must
ensure efforts by applying proper measures that your personal data is accurate and up-to-date for the purposes for which it has been collected. If your personal data is incorrect or incomplete, you can change the information you provided via the Dashboard privacy policy. 6.3. Right to ephrase. You have the right to obtain deletion of
Personal Data regarding you if the reason we were able to collect it (see section 2. above) no longer exist or if there is another legal ground for its deletion. For individual items of Personal Data please edit them in the Privacy Dashboard or request the deletion via the Steam support page. You can also request the deletion of your steam
user account via the steam support page. As a result of deleting your steam user account, you will lose access to steam services, including Steam User Account, Subscription and information related to games linked to the steam user account and the possibility to access other services you are using the user steam account for. We allow
you to restore Your User Account Steam during a grace period of 30 (thirty) days from the moment you require deletion of your steam user account. This functionality allows you to not lose your account by mistake, because you lost your account credentials or due to hack. During the suspension period, we will be able to finalize with
additional financial activity that you may have initiated before sending steam requests against the user. After the favor period, personal data associated with your account will be deleted subject to section 4. Above. In some cases, deletion of your steam user account, and therefore personal data deletion, is complicated. Namely, if your
account has a business relationship with Valve, such as due to your work for a game developer, you will only be able to delete your steam user account after you have transferred that role to another user or have dissolved the business relationship. In some cases, considering the complexity and number of requests, the period for deleting
personal data may extend, but for no longer than two months further. 6.4 Right to object. When our processing of your Personal Data is based on legitimate interest according to Article 6(1)(f) of GDPR/section 2.c) in this Privacy Policy, you are entitled to the object of this process. If you object we will not process your personal data unless
there is complete and anticipated legitimate courtyard for the processing as described in Article 21 of the GDPR; in particular if the data are necessary for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims. You also have the right to forget a complaint from a supervisory authority. 6.5 Right of restriction of processing of your personal
data You have the right to obtain restrictions of processing of your personal data under the conditions set out in Article 18 of the GDPR.6.6 Right to transmit your personal data has the right to receive your personal data in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format and entitled to transmit such data to another controller
under the conditions set out in article 20 of the GDPR. Valve makes your personal data available in structured HTML format to the Dashboard on privacy as described above. 6.7 Rights post-motem Control of Your Personal Data If french data protection legislation is applicable to you, you have the right to establish guidelines for the
preservation, deletion and transmission of Personal Data after your death in accordance with Articles 40-1 of the No. 78-17 Law on January 6, 1978 on Information, Technology, Data Files and Civil Liberties. 7. The minimum age child to create a Steam User Account is 13. Do not know to collect Personal Data from children yet of this age.
Where certain countries apply a higher age of consent for the collection of personal data, Valve requires parental consent before a steam user account can be created with personal data associated with it collected. Valve encourages parents to instruct their children to never provide personal information when they are online. 8. Contact
Info You can contact Valve's data protection officer at the address below. While we review any requests sent by mail, please be aware that they are combating fraud, catastrophic and identity theft, the only way to access, redentify or delete your data from the entry with your steam user account in and select the menu items -&gt; My
Account -&gt; View Data Account. Valve Corporation att. Data Protection Officer P.O. Box 1688 Bellevue, WA 98009 European Representative for Data Protection Questions: Valve GmbH Att. Legal Rödingsmarkt 9 D-20459 Hamburg Germany 9. Additional information for users from the European Economic Area, U.K., and Switzerland
Valve and Technical Services TR Technical Inc., its fully-owned U.S. supporters (collectively Valve) comply with the European Union Private Shield Framework and the Swiss-American Free Trade Union. Confidentiality Shield Framework as set by the U.S. Commerce Department regarding the collection, use, and rectanration of personal
information transferred from the European Union and Switzerland states. Valve certified to the Department of Commerce that it adeclares privacy standards. If there is any conflict between the terms of this privacy policy and the Shield Protected Privacy Principles, the Shield Shield Principles must govern. To learn more about the Shield
Privacy program, and to view our certification, please visit . In compliance with the Shield Privacy Principles, Valve commits to solving complaints about our collection or use of your personal information. European Union and Swiss people with questions or complaints regarding our Shield privacy policy should first contact Valve here. If you
have a privacy or data use concern that we have not addressed satisfaction, please contact us U.S.-based Third Party Resolution providers (free of charge) at . As explained in the Shield Private Document ( certain residual claims not resolved by other means may be subject to arbitration. In these events, they will make a arbitrary option
available to you. Shield Privacy Principles describes Valve's responsibility for Personal Data that it immediately transfers to a third party agent. Under Principles, Valve will remain responsible if third party agents process personal information in a manner consistent with the principles, unless Valve proves the event is not responsible for the
event that is being provided to the damage. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over Valve's compliance with The Shield Private. 10. Additional information for users from California CCPA grants California residents certain certain privacy rights regarding personal data collected. We are committed to respecting these rights and
comply with the CCPA. The following explains these rights and practices the Valve relates to. Right to know. Under the CCPA you have the right to request that we disclose to you what personal data we collect, use, disclose, and sell. The right to request Deletion. You also have the right to request deletion of personal Data within our
possession, subject to certain exceptions. Please note that your request to delete the data may affect your use of the steam service in some cases, and we may refuse to delete information for the established purposes of this Privacy Policy or as permitted by the CCPA.Other Rights. The CCPA also gives California residents a right to optout of the sale of their personal data. As described in section 5, we do not sell Personal Data and have not done so in the past 12 months. You also have a right to receive notice from our practices of or before your personal data collection. Finally, you may not discriminate against the exercise of your rights under CCPA. Exercise your
rights. The primary means of Access, manage or delete your personal data is in the Privacy Dashboard, as described in section 6 of that policy. Customers can also delete their steam accounts and associated personal data as described in section 6.3 of this Privacy Policy. If you are unable to access or delete data in the Privacy
Dashboard, you can also contact us with a request to exercise these rights using the form found in . To verify your identity, you'll need to log in with your steam user account to use the form. Finally, you can contact us with a request at questions@valvesoftware.com, however, before giving access to, or deleting any, personal data, based
on a received request via email, we will need to verify the identity you use of Proof of Process Properties described in . You may appoint, in writing or through a power of attorney, an authorized agent to request your behalf to exercise your rights under the CCPA. Before we accept such a request from an agent, we will ask the agent to
give proof of your authorizing him to act on your behalf, and we may need you to verify your identity directly with us. Categories, Sources, targets, and recipients of the data we collect. Over the previous 12 months, we have collected the categories of Personal Data described in section 3 of this Privacy Policy. Sources from which we
collect personal data, and the reasons for which we collect and process it, are described in sections 2 and 3. Over the months before 12 months, we have been disclosed for business purposes each of the categories of Personal Data and the categories of third parties as described in section 5. Review Date: July 28, 2020 Page 10 Magic
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the protection of your privacy, including, without limitation, California's Consumer Law (CCPA), European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) , and the Swiss and European Union framework of protection. 1. Definition Wherever we talk about Personal Data below, we mean any information that can either identify you as a
person (Personally identifiable information) or who can connect to you indirectly by linking it to personally identifiable information. Valve also treats anonymous data, totals or not, analyzing and producing statistics related to the habits, patterns of usage, and demographics of customers as a group or as individuals. This anonymous data
does not allow the identification of the customers to which it is related. Valve can share anonymous data, boast or not, with third parties. Other capitalized terms of this Privacy Policy must have meaning defined in the Steam Subscribers Agreement (SSA). 2. Why Valve Collects and Process data Valve collects and processes Personal
Data for these purposes: a) where it is necessary for the performance of our Agreement with you to provide a full-featured gaming service and deliver associated content and services; b) where necessary for compliance with legal obligations that we are subject to (e.g. our obligations to retain certain information under tax law); c) where it
is necessary for the purposes of legitimate and legitimate interest of Valve or a third party (e.g. the interests of our other customers), except where these interests are exceeded by your rightful interest before announce legitimate interest and right; or d) where you consented to it. The reasons for collecting and processing personal data
determine and limit what personal data we collect and how we use it (section 3. below), how long we store it (section 4. below), who have access to it (Section 5. and what rights and other control mechanisms are available to you as a user (Section 6. 3. The types and data sources we collect 3.1 Basic Account Data when setting up an
account, Valve will collect your email addresses and countries in residence. You are also required to select a user name and a password. This provision of this information is necessary to register a Steam User Account. During your account setup, the account is automatically assigned a number (steam ID) that later use your user account
reference without directly exposing personally identifying information about you. We do not require you to provide or use your real name for the configuration of a steam user account. 3.2 Transactions and Payment Data in order to make a transaction on Steam (e.g. to purchase subscription for content and services or finance your steam
wallet), you may need to provide payment data to Valve to enable the transaction. If paid by credit card, you need to provide typical credit card information (name, address, credit card number, expiration date and security code) of Valve, which Valve will work and transmit to the payment service provider of your choice to enable the
transaction and perform anti-fraud checks. Similarly, Valve will receive data from your payment service provider for the same reasons. 3.3 Other data you explicitly submit we will collect and process Personal Data every time you explicitly provide it to us or send it as part of communication with others on steam, examples of Steam Forums
communities, carts, or when you provide feedback or other user generated content. This data includes: Information that you post, comment or follow in any of our content and services; Information was sent in chat; The information you provide when you request information or support from us or purchase Content and Services from us,
including information needed to work on your orders and vendor relevant payments or, in case of physical goods, shipping providers; The information you provide to us when you participate in competition, compete and tournament or respond to surveys, such as your contact details. 3.4 Using you to the Steam Client and Website We
collect a variety of information in your general interactions with the websites, Content and Services offered by Steam. Personal data we collect may include, but not limited to, browsers and device information, data collected through automated electronic interactions and application usage data. Similarly, we will track your process via our
website and verify applications that you are not a bot and are optimizing our services. 3.5 Your use of gaming and other subscription in order to provide you with services, we need to collect, store and use various information about your activities in our content and services. Information related to content includes your steam ID, as well as
what is usually referred to as game statistics. By game statistics we mean information about your game's preferences, progress in the games, games, as well as information about the device you're using, including what operating system you're using, device settings, unique device identifiers, and data crashes. 3.6 Follow Data and Cookies
we use Cookies, which text files placed on your computer, and similar technologies (e.g. web beacon, pixels, ad tags and device identifiers) to help us analyze users use our services, as well as improve the services we're offering, improve marketing, analytics or website fontation. The use of Cookies is standard on the Internet. Although
most web browsers automatically accept cookies, the decision of whether to accept or not is for you. You can adjust your browser settings to prevent the reception of cookies, or give notifications whenever a cookie is sent to you. You can deny the use of cookies by choosing the appropriate settings on your browser. The management of
the use of cookies for each browser is detailed on this help page: . However, please note that if you do so, you may not be able to access the full functionality of our website. When you visit any of our services, our servers open your IP address, which is a number that is automatically assigned to your computer network is part of. 3.7
Bespoke Content We can process information collected under this section 3 so that content, products and services are shown in the pages of the steam store and in update messages displayed when launching the Steam Client can be tailored to meet your needs and populate with relevant recommendations and offers. This is done to
improve your customer experience. You can prevent the processing of your data in this way by turning to the automatic loading of the steam store page and in steam notifications in the Activation section of the Steam Client settings. Subject to your partial consent or location explicitly permitted under applicable laws on email marketing,
Valve can send you marketing messages about products and services offered in Valve of your email address. In this case a case we can also use your collected information to customize these marketing messages as well as collect information about whether you opened those messages and which links to the texts you followed. You can
opt out or remove your consent to receive marketing emails at any time by either removing the consent on the same page where you already provided it or clicking to subscribe the link provided in each email marketing. 3.8 Information required to detect Violations We collect certain data required for our detection, investigation and
prevention of fraud, copying and other violations of the SSA and applicable laws (Violations). These data are used only for the purposes of detection, investigation, prevention and, applicable locations, acting on these violations and stored only for the minimum amount of time required for this purpose. If the data indicates that a breach has
occurred, we will further store the data for the establishment, exercise or defense legal claims during the applicable status of limitations or until a legal case is related to it has been resolved. Please note that specific data is stored for this cannot disclose you whether the disclosure will compromise the mechanism in which we detect,
investigate and prevent such violations. 4. How long we store Data We will only store your information as long as necessary to meet the goals for which the information is collected and processed or – where applicable law is provided for longer storage and retention period – for the storage period and retention period required by law.
Following these will your personal data be deleted, blocked or anonymously, as applicable law. In particular: If you terminate your steam user account, your personal data will be marked for deletion except to the legal degree requirements or other legal reasons to dictate a longer deposit. In certain cases, Personal Data cannot be
completely deleted in order to ensure the consistency of the gameplay experience or the steam community market. For example, matches you played that affect data match other players' contents and scores will not be deleted; but your connection to these matches will be forever anonymized. Please note that Valve is required to keep
certain transactional data under commercial and tax laws for a period of up to ten (10) years. If you withdraw your consent on which a processing of your Personal Data or to the Personal Data of your child is based on, we will delete your personal data or respectively the personal data of your child without unreachable delays in which the
collection and processing of the personal Data was based on the removed consent. If you exercise an objection right over the processing of your Personal Data, we will review your objections and delete your personal data that we are processed for the purpose where you object without unrespeakable delays, unless another legal basis for
processing and maintaining this data exists or unless applicable law requires us to retain the data. 5. Who has access to Data Valve does not sell Personal Data. However, we may share or grant access to each of the categories of personal Data we collect as necessary for these business purposes. 5.1 Valve and its subsidiaries can share
your personal data with each other and use it to degrees needed to achieve the purposes listed in section 2 above. In the event of a reorganization, sale or merging we may transfer Personal Data to the third party subject applicable law. 5.2 We may also share your Personal Data with our third-party service provider which provides
customer support services in connection with goods, Content and Distributed Services via steam. Your personal data will be used in accordance with this Privacy Policy and only as far as this is necessary for performing customer support services. 5.3 In accordance with internet standards, we may also share certain information (including
your IP address and the identification of steam you wish to access) with our third-party network provider that provides content delivery network services and game server services in connection with steam. Our content delivery provider allows the delivery of digital content you have requested, such as when using steam, using a distributed
servers system that delivers the content to you, based on your geographic location. Our Google Analytics website 5.4 uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service offered by Google, Inc. (Google). Google Analytics uses cookies to help the website operators analyze how visitors use the site. The information generated by the cookie
about the visitors' use of the website will generally be transmitted to and stored by Google on servers in the United States. On this website, IP anonymization has been activated. The IP addresses of steam visitor users will be shorter. Only in case outstanding a complete IP address will be transferred to a Google server in the United
States and shortly there. On behalf of the website operator, Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating the website for its users, in order to compile reports on website activity, and provide other services related to website activity and website usage for website operators. Google will not associate the transferred IP
address in the context of Google Analytics with any other data made by Google. You can deny the use of cookies by choosing the appropriate settings on your browser. However, please note that in this case you may not be able to use the full fontation of this website. You can learn more about how Google Analytics collects and uses data
in www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners. In addition, you can prevent Google's collection and data processing on your use of the website, by downloading and installing the browser plug-in plug-in at this link: . 5.5 We make certain data related to your steam user account available to other players and our partners in the Steamworks
API API. This information can be accessed by anyone who does not require your steam ID. At a minimum, the name of the public pesona you chose to represent you on steam and your Avatar pictures are accessible this way, as well as if you received a cheating ban in a multiplayer game. Access to any additional information about you
can be controlled on your community steam profile page; publicly available data on your profile pages can be accessed automatically through the Steamworks API. In addition to publicly available information, game developers and publishers have access to certain information from the Steamworks API directly related to users of the
operating games. This information includes as a minimum your ownership of the game in question. Relying on Which Steamworks Services Are in the game it may also include leaderboard information, your progress to the game, your accomplishments completed, multiplayer game matching information, articles of games and other
information needed to operate the game and provide support for it. For more information about what Steamworks Service a specific game applies, please review its Store page. While we don't know it personally identifies information about you in the Steamworks API such as your real name or your email address, any information you share
about yourself on your public steam profile must be accessed through the Steamworks API API, including information you can make you identify. 5.6 The steam community includes message boards, forums and/or chat areas, where users can exchange ideas and communicate with each other. When posting a message to a board, forum
or chat area, please know that the information was made publicly available online; wherefore, ye shall do this at your own risk. If your personal data is posted on one of our community forums against your will, please use the reporting function and the steam site to help to request its removal. 5.7 Valve can allow you to connect your steam
user account to an account offered by a third party. If you consent to connecting the accounts, Valve can collect and combine information you allow Valve to receive from a third party with information in your steam user account to the consent you enabled by your consent at the moment. If the link to accounts requires transmission of
information about your person from Valve to a third party, you will be informed about it before the link takes place and will give you the opportunity to consent to the linked and transmission of your information. The third party's use of your information will be subject to the Third Party's Privacy Policy, which we encourage you to review. 5.8
Valve may release personal data to comply with court orders or laws and regulations that require us to disclose such information. 6. Your Rights and Control Mechanism data protection laws in the European Economic Area, California, and other resident subsidy territories are certain rights in relation to their personal data. While other
jurisdictions may provide less legal rights, we make the tools designed to exercise these rights available to our customers worldwide. To enable you to exercise your data protection rights in a simple way we are providing a dedicated section on the Steam Support page (Privacy Dashboard). This gives you access to your Personal Data,
enabling you to rectify and delete it the necessary location and objects in its use where you feel unnecessary. To access it, log on to the steam support page of and select the My Account menu items -&gt; Data related to your steam account. In most cases, you can access, manage, or delete Data in the Privacy Dashboard, but you can
also contact Valve with questions or requests via the contact processes described in section 8 and 10 below. As a resident of the European Economic Area you have the following rights in relation to your personal data: 6.1 Right to Access. You have the right to access your Personal Data that we hold on to you, meaning the right is
required for free (i) information if your personal data is retained, (ii) access to and/or (ii) duplicates of the personal data hold. You can use the right to access your personal data via the Dashboard on privacy. If the request affects the rights and freedoms of others or freedoms or unfounded, we reserve the right to charge a reasonable fee
(take into account the administrative costs of providing the information or communication or requesting action) or refusing to act on the request. 6.2 Right to renew. If we work on your Personal Data, we must ensure efforts by applying proper measures that your personal data is accurate and up-to-date for the purposes for which it has
been collected. If your personal data is incorrect or incomplete, you can change the information you provided via the Dashboard privacy policy. 6.3. Right to ephrase. You have the right to obtain deletion of Personal Data regarding you if the reason we were able to collect it (see section 2. above) no longer exist or if there is another legal
ground for its deletion. For individual items of Personal Data please edit them in the Privacy Dashboard or request the deletion via the Steam support page. You can also request the deletion of your steam user account via the steam support page. As a result of deleting your steam user account, you will lose access to steam services,
including the Steam User Account, Subscription and related information and games related to the user's Steam account and the possibility of accessing other services you are using the user account steam alone. We allow you to restore Your User Account Steam during a grace period of 30 (thirty) days from the moment you require
deletion of your steam user account. This functionality allows you to not lose your account by mistake, because you lost your account credentials or due to hack. During the suspension period, we will be able to finalize with additional financial activity that you may have initiated before sending steam requests against the user. After the
favor period, personal data associated with your account will be deleted subject to section 4. Above. In some cases, deletion of your steam user account, and therefore personal data deletion, is complicated. Namely, if your account has a business relationship with Valve, such as due to your work for a game developer, you will only be
able to delete your steam user account after you transfer this role to another user or business relationship. In some cases, considering the complexity and number of requests, the period for deleting personal data may extend, but for no longer than two months further. 6.4 Right to object. When our processing of your Personal Data is
based on legitimate interest according to Article 6(1)(f) of GDPR/section 2.c) in this Privacy Policy, you are entitled to the object of this process. If you object we will not process your personal data unless there is complete and anticipated legitimate courtyard for the processing as described in Article 21 of the GDPR; in particular if the data
are necessary for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims. You also have the right to forget a complaint from a supervisory authority. 6.5 Right of restriction of processing of your personal data You have the right to obtain restrictions of processing of your personal data under the conditions set out in Article 18 of the
GDPR.6.6 Right to transmit your personal data has the right to receive your personal data in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format and entitled to transmit such data to another controller under the conditions set out in article 20 of the GDPR. Valve makes your personal data available in structured HTML format to the
Dashboard on privacy as described above. 6.7 Rights post-motem Control of Your Personal Data If french data protection legislation is applicable to you, you have the right to establish guidelines for the preservation, deletion and transmission of Personal Data after your death in accordance with Articles 40-1 of the No. 78-17 Law on
January 6, 1978 on Information, Technology, Data Files and Civil Liberties. 7. The minimum age child to create a Steam User Account is 13. Valve will not collect personal data from children under this age. Where certain countries apply a higher age of consent for the collection of personal data, Valve requires parental consent before a
steam user account can be created with personal data associated with it collected. Valve encourages parents to instruct their children to never provide personal information when they are online. 8. Contact Info You can contact Valve's data protection officer at the address below. While we review any requests sent by mail, please be
aware that they are combating fraud, catastrophic and identity theft, the only way to access, redentify or delete your data from the entry with your steam user account in and select the menu items -&gt; My Account -&gt; View Data Account. Valve Corporation att. Data Protection Officer P.O. Box 1688 Bellevue, WA 98009 European
Representative for Data Protection Questions: Valve GmbH Att. Legal Rödingsmarkt 9 D-20459 Hamburg Germany 9. Additional information for users from the European Economic Area, U.K., and Swiss Valve and TR Services Inc., supporting its American Net (Collectively Valve) comply with the European Union Privacy Shield
Framework and Switzerland-UNITED States. Confidentiality of Shield Framework as set by the U.S. Commerce Department regarding the collection, use, and reversion of personal information transferred from the European Union and Swiss states. Valve certified to the Department of Commerce that it adeclares privacy standards. If there
is any conflict between the terms of this privacy policy and the Shield Protected Privacy Principles, the Shield Shield Principles must govern. To learn more about the Shield Privacy program, and to view our certification, please visit . In compliance with the Shield Privacy Principles, Valve commits to solving complaints about our collection
or use of your personal information. European Union and Swiss people with questions or complaints regarding our Shield privacy policy should first contact Valve here. If you have a privacy or data use concern that we have not addressed satisfaction, please contact us U.S.-based Third Party Resolution providers (free of charge) at . As
explained in the Shield Private Document ( certain residual claims not resolved by other means may be subject to arbitration. In these events, they will make a arbitrary option available to you. Shield Privacy Principles describes Valve's responsibility for Personal Data that it immediately transfers to a third party agent. Under the principles,
Valve will remain responsible if third party agents process the personal information in a manner consistent with the principles, unless Valve proves he is not responsible for the event awarded the damage. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over Valve's compliance with The Shield Private. 10. Additional information for users
from California CCPA grants California residents certain certain privacy rights regarding personal data collected. We are committed to respecting these rights and comply with the CCPA. The following explains these rights and practices the Valve relates to. Right to know. Under the CCPA you have the right to request that we disclose to
you what personal data we collect, use, disclose, and sell. The right to request Deletion. You also have the right to request deletion of personal Data within our possession, subject to certain exceptions. Please note that your request to delete the data may affect your use of the steam service in some cases, and we may refuse to delete
information for the established purposes of this Privacy Policy or as permitted by the CCPA.Other Rights. The CCPA also gives California residents a right to opt-out of the sale of their personal data. As described in 5, we do not sell Personal Data and have not done so in the past 12 months. You also have a right to receive notice from
our practices of or before your personal data collection. Finally, you may not discriminate against the exercise of your rights under CCPA. Exercise your rights. The primary means of Access, manage or delete your personal data is in the Privacy Dashboard, as described in section 6 of that policy. Customers can also delete their steam
accounts and associated personal data as described in section 6.3 of this Privacy Policy. If you are unable to access or delete data in the Privacy Dashboard, you can also contact us with a request to exercise these rights using the form found in . To verify your identity, you'll need to log in with your steam user account to use the form.
Finally, you can contact us with a request at questions@valvesoftware.com, however, before giving access to, or deleting any, personal data, based on a received request via email, we will need to verify the identity you use of Proof of Process Properties described in . You may appoint, in writing or through a power of attorney, an
authorized agent to request your behalf to exercise your rights under the CCPA. Before we accept such a request from an agent, we will ask the agent to give proof of your authorizing him to act on your behalf, and we may need you to verify your identity directly with us. Categories, Sources, targets, and recipients of the data we collect.
Over the previous 12 months, we have collected the categories of Personal Data described in section 3 of this Privacy Policy. Sources from which we collect Personal Data, and the reasons for which we collect and process it, are described in sections 2 and 3. Over the months before 12 months, we have been disclosed for business
purposes each of the categories of Personal Data and the categories of third parties as described in section 5. Review Date: July 28, 2020 Page 12 You can request a refund for almost any purchase on steam—for any reason. Perhaps your PC doesn't meet the computer parts requirements; maybe you bought a game by mistake; maybe
you played the title for an hour and just didn't like it. so what. Valve will, upon request via help.steampowered.com, issue a refund for any reason, if the request of the necessary period is returned, and, in the case of games, if the title has been played for less than two hours. There are more details below, but even if you fall outside of the
refund rules we've described, you can ask for a refund anyway and we'll take a look. You will be given a full refund of your purchase within a week of approval. You will receive the reimburse of Steam Money Wallets through the same payment method you used to make the purchase. If, for any reason, Steam is unable to provide a refund
via your initial payment method, they will be credited the full amount. (Some payment methods are available through steam in your country may not support refund of a purchase back from the original payment method. Click here for a complete listing.) The steam refund bids, within two weeks of purchase and having less than two hours of
game, apply to games and software applications on the steam store. Here is a beneficiary of how refunds work and other types of purchases. Refund on Downloadable Content (Steam stores useable content in another game or software application, DLC) DLC purchased in the steam store is refundable to fourteen days purchased, and if
the underlying title has been played for less than two hours since the DLC was purchased, so long as the DLC was not consumed, modified or transferred. Please note that in some cases, steam will be able to provide reimburse for some third party DLC (for example, if the DLC irreversibly levels up a game character). These exceptions
will be clearly marked as nonrefundable on the Store page prior to purchase. Refunds on In-game Buy Steam will offer refunds for purchases in in-game games not being consumed, modified or transferred. Third-party developers will have the option to enable refunds for in-game items on these terms. Steam will tell you at the time of
purchase if the toy developers have opted to offer refunds on the item of game you're buying. Otherwise, in-game purchases of non-Valve games are not refundable to steam. Refunds on Pre-Purchase Titles when you pre-purchase a title on steam (and have paid for the title in advance), you can request a refund at any time prior to the
release of that title. Standard 14-day/two-hour refund period also applies, starting on the game's release date. Steam Wallet You can request a refund for Steam Wallets within fourteen days of purchase if purchased on steam and if you haven't used any of these funds. Recurring Subscription For some content and services, steam offers
period (e.g. monthly, yearly) access that you pay for on a recurring basis. If they haven't used a recurring subscription during the current billing cycle, you can request a refund of 48 hours of the initial purchase or within 48 hours of any automatic renewal. The content is considered to be used if any games in the subscription are played
during the current billing cycle or if any benefits or discounts included with the subscription are being used, consuming, modifying or transferring. Please note that you can cancel an active subscription at any time by going into your account details. Once canceled, your subscription will again automatically renew but you will retain access to
the content and benefits of the subscription at the end of your current billing cycle. Steam Hardware In the time frame applicable identified in the Hardware Refund Policy, you can request a refund for the Steam Hardware and Accessories purchased via steam for any reason. You must ship the computer piece back to us within fourteen
(14) days after requesting the refund, follow our instructions to you. Please see the Material Refund Policy for detailed guidelines of the return process and cancellation for Steam Hardware and Accessories. Refunds on Bundles You can receive a full refund for any package purchased on the steam store, so as long as none of the items in
the batch have been transferred, and if the time he combined for all items in the package is less than two hours. If a package includes an item in games or DLC that is not refundable, Steam will tell you if the entire package is refundable during check-out. Purchases made outside of Steam Valve cannot provide refunds for purchases made
outside of steam (for example, cd keys or steam card purchasers to third parties). Vac Bans If you were banned by vac (Valve Anti-Cheat system) on a game, you lose the right to refund this game. Refunds on gifts without redeeming can be reimbursed in standard 14-day/two-hour refund period. Redeeming gifts can be refunded under
the same requirements if the gift beneficiary begins the refund. The money used to buy the gift will be returned to the original purchase. EU Right of Withdrawal For an explanation of how AU's right of withdrawal works for steam customers, click here. Refund abuse is designed to remove the risk of removing the risk of buying headlines on
steam – not as a way to get free games. If it appears to us that you are abusing refunds, we can stop offering them to you. We do not consider it abuse to request a refund on a title that was purchased just before a sale and then subsequently rebuked that title for the sale price. You can request a refund or get other assistance with your
steam purchases help.steampowered.com. Last updated November 10, 2020 2020
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